A.Y. DADABHAI TECHNICAL INSTITUTE,
KOSAMBA

REPORT
On

CELEBRATION of WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY

On 5th June 2022 at A. Y. Dadabhai Technical Institute, Kosamba; celebrated the World
Environment Day. The theme selected by UNEP for the year 2022 was “Connecting people to
Nature”. We had organized different activities like Drawing competition, Plantation and
Awareness program on this occasion.
On this occasion many distinguished guests from INNER WHEEL CLUB OF KHARACHKOSAMBA were present, some of them were Mrs. Rajni Kumrawat (Club President), Mrs. Neelam
Gosar (Club Secretary), Mrs. Nutan Patel (Ex Club President), Mrs. Meenakshiben Shah
(President of Tarsadi Nagarpalika), Mr.Laherin Gosar (Club member). The ceremony was started
with prayers & felicitation of guests with Flower bouquet & Memento.
We had started drawing competition at 9:00 am on theme of World Environment Day.
Total 53 students of 1st year from all departments took part in this competition. All the drawings
were judge by the guest and they had decided 5 winners of the competition.
After the competition, at 10:30 am we had started plantation ceremony of different
saplings at front gate of our institute near huge lake. All the guests, director, principal, HODs,
faculty and students were given sapling by institute cultural committee. We had plant 50 plants
inside as well as outside of campus.
After the plantation program was over, all the students were sent to the institute seminar
hall for the Environment awareness program. The objective of this program is to spread
awareness among people about saving our environment from various types of pollution and to
plant more and more trees to make our mother earth full of greenery. The Director of our
institute welcomes the guests and gave a very good and well-researched speech about how the
condition of our environment today is and why we need to be aware. After which the Mrs. Rajni
Kumrawat addressed the audience with an enlightening speech mentioning how small
endeavors could make a big difference. She requested all to spread the awareness of saving the
environment. She ended the speech by saying "Each one can do his best by stopping the use of
plastic bag, stop wasting food, start using public conveyance to save fuel and to start recycling.
For a greener tomorrow, each one needs to do his or her best". At the end of session the winners
of the drawing competition were announced by the Director Sir followed by distribution of
certificates and prizes.

Photos of Drawing Competition:

Photos of Winner in Drawing Competition:

1st Rank: Dabhoya Seyban (Civil Engg. Dept.)

2nd Rank: Mulla Zuveriya (Computer Engg. Dept.)

3rd Rank: Vasava Yagnesh (Civil Engg. Dept.)

4th Rank: Patel Jaydeep (Mechanical Engg. Dept.)

Photos of Tree Plantation:

5th Rank: Parmar Viren (Electrical Engg. Dept.)

Expert Speech on Environment Day

